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ABSTRACT The salt dependence of histidine pKa values in sperm whale and horse myoglobin and in histidine-containing
peptides was measured by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Structure-based pKa calculations were performed with continuum
methods to test their ability to capture the effects of solution conditions on pKa values. The measured pKa of most histidines,
whether in the protein or in model compounds, increased by 0.3 pH units or more between 0.02 M and 1.5 M NaCl. In
myoglobin two histidines (His48 and His36) exhibited a shallower dependence than the average, and one (His113) showed a
steeper dependence. The 1H-NMR data suggested that the salt dependence of histidine pKa values in the protein was
determined primarily by the preferential stabilization of the charged form of histidine with increasing salt concentrations rather
than by screening of electrostatic interactions. The magnitude and salt dependence of interactions between ionizable groups
were exaggerated in pKa calculations with the finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann method applied to a static structure, even
when the protein interior was treated with arbitrarily high dielectric constants. Improvements in continuum methods for
calculating salt effects on pKa values will require explicit consideration of the salt dependence of model compound pKa values
used for reference in the calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Many properties of proteins, including their stability, solu-
bility, catalytic activity, and ability to recognize and interact
with other molecules, can be strongly dependent on the
ionic properties of their milieu. Hydrogen ions and the ions
of support electrolyte are the two main ionic components of
the solutions in which physical properties of proteins are
studied. The physical basis of pH effects is understood more
completely than that of salt effects. The charged state of
ionizable residues depends on the concentration of hydro-
gen ions; therefore, hydrogen ions can modulate equilib-
rium processes, such as conformational transitions, intermo-
lecular associations, ligand binding events, etc., in which
pKa values of ionizable groups change (Wyman and Gill,
1990). Many experimental techniques for quantitating pH
effects are available. For example, potentiometric methods
make possible the direct measurement of the overall proton
binding properties of proteins (Garcı´a-Moreno et al., 1997),
and NMR spectroscopy can probe the proton binding be-
havior of individual ionizable groups (Markley, 1975).
Changes in the state of protonation of macromolecules
during an equilibrium process can also be determined ex-
actly, albeit indirectly, by analysis of the pH dependence of
equilibrium constants with Wyman’s classical linkage rela-
tionships (Chu et al., 1984; Wyman and Gill, 1990). An
extensive theoretical framework based on classical electro-
static theory and statistical thermodynamics has been devel-
oped for structural interpretation of pH effects through pKa
calculations (Antosiewicz et al., 1994; Bashford et al., 1993;
Matthew et al., 1985; Yang and Honig, 1994). In contrast,
the physical origins of salt effects on proteins are poorly
understood.
The problems with the interpretation of salt effects stem
partly from the variety of modes with which proteins and
ions can interact. Proteins are surrounded by an ionic double
layer, the structure and properties of which are determined
by the balance between disorganizing thermal forces and the
organizing effects of electrostatic interactions and hydration
at the protein-solvent interface. The properties of the double
layer are influenced by the density of charged and polar
groups on the surface of a protein. Therefore, salt and pH
effects are thermodynamically coupled. Strong interactions
between proteins and partially dehydrated, site-bound ions
are not observed frequently. In general, the interactions
between proteins and the ions of the double layer are weak
and are not easily described in terms of concepts of mass
action. One of the reasons for the continued poor under-
standing of these weak interactions is the lack of experi-
mental methods for studying them directly and quantita-
tively. The effects of salts on equilibrium processes of
proteins are usually investigated indirectly, by analysis of
the salt dependence of equilibrium constants with linkage
relationships (see Amiconi et al., 1981, for an example).
Owing to the diversity of modes of interactions between
ions and proteins, this approach is neither exact nor neces-
sarily insightful, particularly concerning the structural
meaning of the change in the number of thermodynamically
bound ions.
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The effects of salt on the stability of proteins are fre-
quently interpreted in terms of screening of electrostatic
interactions by the ionic strength. This concept was inher-
ited from Linderstrøm-Lang. With characteristic genius, he
applied the solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation achieved by Debye and Hu¨ckel, less than a year
after their original publication in 1923, to understand the
ionization properties of proteins (Linderstrøm-Lang, 1924).
The concept of ionic strength can account for general salt
effects, those that are insensitive to the specific chemical
nature of the salt. It cannot explain specific salt effects,
which were appreciated early by enzymologists (Jencks,
1987) and in potentiometric proton titration studies of pro-
teins (Tanford, 1961). Contemporary algorithms for struc-
ture-based pKa calculations still depend solely on the Pois-
son-Boltzmann equation and on the concept of ionic
strength to describe the effects of salts on the stability and
energetics of proteins (Klapper et al., 1986; Matthew et al.,
1985). Early attempts to account for specific salt effects in
structure-based calculations treated some of the interactions
between proteins and ions in terms of site-specific ion
binding described by mass action (Garcı´a-Moreno, 1994;
Matthew et al., 1985). This approach was not pursued
deeply for lack of useful experimental data with which to
challenge and test calculations.
Many instances of salt-sensitive processes in proteins are
difficult to explain with the simple concept of ionic strength
as embodied in Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics. The clas-
sic example is the regulation of functional properties of
human hemoglobin. The oxygen- and proton-binding prop-
erties of this protein are highly sensitive to the specific
nature of the anion (Amiconi et al., 1981), suggesting direct,
chemical interactions between hemoglobin and anions. Re-
cent examples include the effects of salts on the regulation
of functional properties of other proteins (Dang and Di
Cera, 1996) and on the interactions between proteins and
nucleic acids (Kozlov and Lohman, 1998; O’Brien et al.,
1998). Pronounced sensitivity to salt concentration has also
been seen for the structure and stability of viral capsids (Fox
et al., 1996) and other complex macromolecular assemblies.
Refolding of acid-denatured proteins (Goto et al., 1990) and
stabilization of mesophilic (Pace and Grimsley, 1988) and
extremophilic proteins (Elcock and McCammon, 1998;
Pieper et al., 1997) demonstrate further the thermodynamic
importance of salt effects.
The understanding of the physical nature of interactions
between proteins and ions continues to advance (Collins,
1997). However, at present there is no unifying theoretical
framework based on simple physical principles capable of
accounting quantitatively and structurally for all of the
different types of salt effects that have been observed in
proteins. To elucidate further the nature of interactions
between proteins and ions and the structural basis of salt
effects in equilibrium processes of proteins, the salt depen-
dence of the pKa of histidines in sperm whale (Physeter
catodon) (Pc) and horse heart (Equus caballus) (Eq) myo-
globin (Mb) was studied by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Several
model peptides containing histidines were studied in paral-
lel. Structure-based pKa calculations were performed with
continuum methods based on model-dependent or numeri-
cal solutions of the linearized form of the Poisson-Boltz-
mann equation. The aim of the calculations was to test the
ability of the algorithms to describe the salt dependence of
pKa values of surface ionizable groups. The experimental
data showed that, with a couple of remarkable and interest-
ing exceptions, there is little difference between the effects
of salt on ionization equilibria of histidines in Mb and those
in model compounds. This suggests that the salt dependence
of the ionization equilibria of surface histidines in proteins
is not determined solely by screening of interactions be-
tween ionizable groups. The data underlined the need to
revisit some of the notions that are commonly used to
interpret structurally the effects of salts on the energetics of
proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein and peptide samples
Horse Mb (type IV; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and sperm whale Mb (Sigma)
were used without further purification after extensive dialysis against
distilled deionized water. The model compounds studied were Gly-His-Gly
(Sigma); cyclo-Gly-His (Bachem, Torrance, CA); pyroGlu-His-Gly-NH2
(pEHG-NH2, Sigma); Lys-Ser-His-Pro-Glu (KSHPE) as a model for His
36;
and Phe-Lys-His-Leu-Lys (FKHLK) as a model for His48. The KSHPE and
FKHLK peptides were synthesized by the solid-phase method and purified
by reverse-phase high-performance chromatography at the Johns Hopkins
Peptide Facility. The di- and tripeptides were used without further purifi-
cation, except for Gly-His-Gly, which contained trace amounts of acetic
acid. Before the experiments the pentapeptides and Gly-His-Gly were
dialyzed extensively against distilled water.
NMR experiments
Proton NMR spectra were acquired in 2H2O on a Bruker AM-500 or a
Bruker AMX2–500 spectrometer at 298 K, as previously described (Cocco
et al., 1992). Experiments included one-dimensional pH titration as well as
two-dimensional experiments to confirm the assignments throughout the
pH and salt ranges. Nuclear Overhauser spectroscopy (NOESY) (Kumar et
al., 1980) and total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) (Braunschweiler
and Ernst, 1983; Cavanagh and Rance, 1992) data were collected in 90%
1H2O/10%
2H2O with and without added salt. For these experiments, a
WATERGATE sequence with a 3-9-19 binomial pulse train was used to
suppress the water signal (Piotto et al., 1992; Sklena´r et al., 1993). A DIPSI
(decoupling in the presence of scalar interactions)-2 (Shaka et al., 1988) or
DIPSI-2rc (Cavanagh and Rance, 1992) pulse train was applied in the
TOCSY experiments for isotropic mixing. The protein data were comple-
mented with sets collected over a spectral width of 100,000 Hz, and with
a water-eliminated Fourier transform (WEFT) (Inubushi and Becker, 1983)
or driven-equilibrium Fourier transform (Hochmann and Kellerhals, 1980)
sequence, to extract information from the paramagnetically shifted or
relaxed signals (La Mar et al., 2000). WEFT-NOESY data were collected
with a mixing time of 10 ms. Double-quantum-filtered correlated spectros-
copy (DQF-COSY) (Rance et al., 1983) and CAMELSPIN (cross-relax-
ation appropriate for minimolecules emulated by locked spin) data (Both-
ner-By et al., 1984) were collected in 2H2O on one of the model peptides
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(Lys-Ser-His-Pro-Glu, KSHPE) to confirm the configuration of the His-Pro
peptide bond. Data processing was performed with the program FELIX
(Molecular Simulations, San Diego, CA), using standard parameters
(Cocco et al., 1992; Kao and Lecomte, 1993; Kao, 1994; Bhattacharya and
Lecomte, 1997).
pH titrations
The procedure for the NMR pH titrations of metaquomyoglobin
(metMbH2O) was as reported previously (Cocco et al., 1992; Bhattacharya
and Lecomte, 1997). The protein concentration ranged between 1 and 4
mM in 2H2O to remove amide resonances that interfered with the detection
of the histidine C1H and C2H resonances. Reproducibility trials indi-
cated that the protein concentration did not alter the pKa values. Typically,
a protein solution at neutral pH was divided into two samples to be used in
the high and low pH ranges. The pH of the solution was adjusted with 0.1
M NaO2H or 2HCl to record spectra every 0.2–0.3 pH units. Titrations
were performed with various solution conditions: no added salt, 0.2 M, 0.5
M, and 1.5 M NaCl. KBr was also used in a subset of control titrations. In
addition, a titration of horse heart Mb (Eq-Mb) was performed at near-
saturated concentration of NaF (1.2–1.5 M). Under these conditions, the
protein was in the metfluoride form, a high-spin species. The lowest pH
that could be stably reached with metfluoride samples was near 6.2. This
value was too high to obtain accurate pKa values but was sufficient to
notice trends.
For the experiments in different salt concentrations the acid and base
solutions were prepared in the corresponding NaCl concentration. An
approximate measurement of the salt concentration can be obtained by
monitoring the chemical shift of the water line with respect to sodium
2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate. With no added NaCl at 298 K, the
water line occurs at 4.79 ppm. Over the 0–1.5 M NaCl concentration range,
the shift varies linearly according to   (4.79  [NaCl]  0.1) ppm. This
is in agreement with the number reported by Wishart and co-workers
(1995).
A Beckman 71 pH meter, equipped with an Ingold combination
electrode (6030-1M), was used for pH measurements after two-point
calibration with standard buffers (VWR Scientific, West Chester, PA)
uncorrected for added salt. The pH of the protein solutions was determined
before and after each NMR data collection. The readings were frequently
identical; the largest discrepancies were below 0.05 unit; in cases of
discrepancy, the reading after data collection was considered to be closest
to the real value. The results were independent of the electrodes used. pH
readings were not corrected for isotope effects because, at least in the case
of histidines, these effects are balanced by a compensatory shift in the
ionization equilibrium (Markley, 1975). To verify the approximation, ti-
trations of cyclo-Gly-His were performed in 90% 1H2O/10%
2H2O and
2H2O in the absence of salt. The pKa values were within experimental error
of one another.
Titration data analysis
The chemical shift of resolved C2H and C1H histidine resonances was
used to prepare titration curves. The data were fitted to the sum of a
modified Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Eq. 1) and an unmodified
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Eq. 2):








Equation 1 represents the histidine titration, where o is the chemical shift
at any pH attributable to this titration alone, His is the chemical shift of the
neutral imidazole, His is the chemical shift of the imidazolium ion, n is
a Hill coefficient, and pKa is the apparent ionization constant for the
process. The latter four parameters are adjustable. Equation 2 contains two
adjustable parameters (pK2 and 2) to take into account hemic acid
dissociation (Brunori et al., 1968), by which the high-spin H2O complex
becomes a mixed-spin OH complex. The parameter m represents the
chemical shift change caused by the transition from the metaquo form to
the methydroxy form of the protein at high pH. The observed chemical
shift, , is the sum of o and m. In fitting the histidines that sense the
alkaline transition, we fixed the parameter pK2 to the value obtained from
His48, the residue most affected spectroscopically by the reaction. The
assumptions implicit in the use of Eqs. 1 and 2 are that the protonation-
deprotonation events are fast on the NMR time scale and that no additional
titration event affects the observed curves. These assumptions were dis-
cussed in detail in temperature dependence experiments (Bhattacharya and
Lecomte, 1997).
A single proton signal was chosen to represent the ionization constant
of each residue. Whenever possible, the C1H signal was used in prefer-
ence to the C2H signal because of the larger chemical shift excursion
experienced by the former. A variable degree of exchange broadening was
observed for all signals at 11.4 T. This renders the interpretation of the Hill
coefficient questionable (Sudmeier et al., 1980), and although it is found to
vary, no precise significance was attributed to the change.
The methyl groups of Val1 in sperm whale Mb (Pc-Mb) were followed
to determine the N-terminus pKa. Each methyl group gives a sharp doublet.
The four chemical shifts were averaged, and the single value was used in
the fit. The signals for Gly1 in Eq-Mb could not be identified in the
one-dimensional data sets.
His113 and His48 have low pKa values, and their curves do not yield a
precise His. As described elsewhere (Bhattacharya and Lecomte, 1997),
the number of adjustable parameters was reduced for these two residues by
fixing the total chemical shift excursion to the value obtained at 288 K.
A normal titration curve is taken to yield a pKa within 	0.1 pH unit.
The main sources of error are pH and salt concentration. To evaluate the
effect of fluctuation of the latter throughout the titration, a simulation of the
curve was performed in which the salt concentration (and therefore the
pKa) was varied monotonically on either side of pH 7, reaching 20 mM at
the edge of the experimental pH range. This extreme but gradual change in
conditions affected the most sensitive apparent pKa value by less than 0.02
pH unit. The estimate suggests that the error introduced by the additions of
acid and base is inconsequential compared to the other errors.
Measurement of overall proton titration curves
Proton titration curves were measured potentiometrically as described
previously (Garcı´a-Moreno et al., 1997). Measurements were performed in
a thermostatted TTA 80 titration apparatus with a PHM 95 pH meter
(Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark). The electrode chain consisted of
separate glass (pH201; Radiometer) and calomel (Ref401; Radiometer)
reference electrodes. All measurements and manipulations of protein so-
lutions were carried out in CO2-free solutions and environment. The
isoionic point of Mb was determined by measuring the pH of the solution
eluted from a strong, mixed-bed ion exchange column (Rexyn; Fisher
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The KCl concentration of samples was adjusted
by the addition of a small volume of 3 M KCl stock.
The measurement of pH under conditions of high salt can give rise to
experimental artifacts. Liquid junction potentials are introduced in the
chain of electrodes, which can bias the measured pH. To demonstrate that
this was not a source of artifactual pKa shifts in 1.5 M salt, the pH of
samples of water of different ionic strength was adjusted with acid between
pH 5 and 9. The same amount of acid was needed regardless of ionic
strength. This is consistent with the apparent activity of hydrogen ions in
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the pH region of interest not being affected in a measurable manner by
salts.
pKa calculations
Structure-based pKa calculations were performed with the structures for
Mb from horse heart (Protein Data Bank accession code 1ymb) and from
sperm whale skeletal muscle (Protein Data Bank accession code 4mbn).
The existence of an ion paired His36 in the structure of Mb in solution is
suggested by the elevated pKa measured by
1H-NMR spectroscopy. The
ion pair is not observed in the x-ray coordinates. It is apparently disrupted
by intermolecular crystal contacts in this region of the protein. The ion pair
is seen in the crystallographic structure of Mb from harbor seal skeletal
muscle, where this set of intermolecular crystal contacts is absent (Scou-
loudi and Baker, 1978; Protein Data Bank accession code 1mbs). There-
fore, the crystallographic structures 4mbn and 1ymb were modified by a
single bond rotation of His36 to establish arbitrarily an ion pair with 2.5 Å
between N1 of His36 and O1 of Glu38. This adjustment is supported by
the preference for the N1H tautomer of the neutral ring observed by NMR
spectroscopy (Bhattacharya et al., 1997; Bhattacharya and Lecomte, 1997).
Structure-based pKa calculations were performed with two different
methods. The finite-difference solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltz-
mann equation (FDPB) as implemented in the University of Houston
Brownian dynamics (UHBD) software package was used for one set of
calculations (Davies et al., 1991). The other set was performed with the
solvent-accessibility-modified Tanford-Kirkwood method (SATK) devel-
oped by Gurd and co-workers (Matthew et al., 1985). Self-energies, or the
sum of the Born and the background contributions, are not included in the
calculation of pKa values with the SATK algorithm. However, the lowest
dielectric constant sampled in the calculations is 41 (the average of the
dielectric constant of water and of the protein interior). For this reason the
SATK method is thought to be useful for estimating pKa values of surface
ionizable groups (Matthew et al., 1985; Warshel et al., 1984). The struc-
tural and physical parameters used in the calculations with the SATK
model are those already reported for calculations with Pc-Mb (Garcı´a-
Moreno et al., 1985). In previous applications of this algorithm the positive
charge of the imidazole group was placed on one of the two possible
nitrogen atoms, following criteria of ion pairing and solvent accessibility.
In the present calculations the selection was made that maximized the
agreement between the predicted and the experimental pKa values under
conditions of low ionic strength.
pKa calculations with the FDPB method in the UHBD software suite
were performed as described earlier (Antosiewicz et al., 1994). Polar
hydrogen atoms were added to the crystallographic structures and energy
minimized using CHARMm (version 25.2) (Molecular Simulations). Par-
tial charges were taken from CHARMm (polar hydrogens only topology
file, version 21), and atomic radii were taken from the OPLS parameter set
(Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives, 1988). The titratable sites and intrinsic pKa
values used in the FDPB calculations were as follows: C terminus, 3.8; Asp
C, 4.0; Glu C, 4.4; His N1, 6.3; N terminus, 7.5; Tyr OH, 9.6; Lys N	,
10.4; and Arg C	, 12.0. The effects of the heme group on pKa values were
not included to avoid the complications related to handling the charge
centers of the heme group. This approximation is supported by the earlier
observation that removal of the heme in Mb has a limited effect on
histidine pKa values (Cocco et al., 1992). All calculations were performed
at 298 K, the dimension of the Stern layer was 2.0 Å, the external dielectric
constant was 80.0, the ion radius was 2.0 Å, and the dielectric constant in
the interior of the protein was 20. Focusing was implemented as described
by Antosiewicz et al. (1994), and the cluster method of Gilson (1993) was
used to calculate the mean charge at every ionizable site. For both SATK
and FDPB calculations, the pKa values reported are the pH at the point of
half-titration of the individual site isotherms.
Effects of site-specific anion binding on
pKa values
Calculations were also performed with a version of the SATK algorithm
modified to account for specific salt effects that might arise from direct
interactions between ionizable groups and partially desolvated site-bound
ions (Garcı´a-Moreno, 1994). The regions on the surface of Mb where the
electrostatic potential (
el,k) calculated with Eq. 3 exceeded 2kT were







In this empirical expression rkj is the distance (Å) between point k on the
surface of the protein and charge j. SAj refers to the normalized solvent
accessibility of charged atom j calculated with a probe radius of 1.4 Å, and
Zj is the pH-dependent fractional charge of titratable site j. Deff is an
effective dielectric constant obtained from the interaction energies calcu-
lated with the Tanford-Kirkwood formalism. Only contributions from
ionizable groups to the surface electrostatic potential are included in the
calculation of 
el,k.
The occupancy of anion-binding sites is computed as a function of salt
concentration with a binding isotherm, using binding affinities (Kel,q)
defined from electrostatic considerations:
Kel,q Kinte
Gel,q/RT. (4)
Different values for the intrinsic anion binding constant (Kint) were ex-
plored. The binding energy Gel,q represents the energy of interaction
between the site-bound anion and the titratable sites in the protein. It was
calculated with Eq. 5, using the electrostatic energies of pairwise interac-





Reciprocal interactions between proton binding at the imidazole side chain
and anion binding were handled explicitly with the Tanford-Roxby itera-
tive approximation. The calculations assume that the binding constant of
the anion is determined exclusively by charge-charge interactions (Eq. 5);
the energetic penalty for desolvation of the anion concomitant with binding
is not included in the calculation of ion binding energetics. This approxi-
mation is probably valid for the case of anions, which are only solvated
weakly and which retain considerable contact with bulk water when bound
to the surfaces of proteins. The effects of site-specific Cl binding on pKa
values were not studied with the FDPB method because of the problems
inherent to the explicit treatment of hydration in these calculations.
RESULTS
Histidine assignments in Mb 1H-NMR spectra
Spectral assignments for histidines in Pc-Mb and Eq-Mb in
the absence of salt were as reported previously (Cocco et al.,
1992; Bhattacharya et al., 1997; Bhattacharya and Lecomte,
1997). His64, His93, and His97 are close to the heme and are
not detected in the metMbH2O complex. However, an esti-
mate of the pKa value can be obtained indirectly for His
97.
This histidine is in van der Waals contact with the heme
pyrrole D, which bears the 5-methyl group. By monitoring
the chemical shift of the 5-methyl resonance in metcyano
1640 Kao et al.
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Mb (a low-spin complex), Krishnamoorthy and La Mar
(1984) determined the pKa of His
97 to be 5.3. In
metMbH2O, the pH response of the heme 5-methyl group
yielded a pKa of 5.1 in the absence of salt. Although the
determination of a pKa for His
97 is useful for comparison
with potentiometric data, the measurements in the presence
of salt were not sufficiently reliable and His97 was not
considered further.
Effect of salt on histidine pKa values in Mb
1H-NMR pH titrations of Pc-Mb and Eq-Mb were carried
out at several NaCl concentrations. A small number of
control titrations were also performed with KBr instead of
NaCl; these yielded the same results within experimental
error. The lowest salt concentration corresponds to exten-
sively dialyzed samples, which were expected to contain up
to 0.02 M salt at pH extremes. Other salt concentrations
were obtained by preparing the protein samples in solutions
containing 0.2, 0.5, and 1.5 M NaCl. Typical chemical-
shift-versus-pH data were similar to those reported else-
where (Cocco et al., 1992; Bhattacharya and Lecomte,
1997) and were fitted to the Henderson-Hasselbalch equa-
tions (Eqs. 1 and 2) to obtain individual titration parameters.
These were then used to calculate the fractional charge (Z)
carried by each imidazole ring as a function of pH. Fig. 1
contains the resulting Z plots for four representative histi-
dines in Pc-Mb: His36 (Fig. 1 A), His48 (Fig. 1 B), His81
(Fig. 1 C), and His113 (Fig. 1 D).
His81 yields complete titration curves, whereas His36,
His48, and His113 do not. Their pKa values are such that one
of the limiting chemical shift values (basic end point in the
case of position 36, acidic end point in the cases of positions
48 and 113) cannot be measured directly. Furthermore, at
500 MHz in the absence of buffer, practically all histidines,
but particularly His36 and His113, broaden through the tran-
sition. Despite these known difficulties, the pH responses
were sufficiently defined by the experimental data in the
presence of salt; pKa values could be extracted and trends
recognized. Thus added NaCl had a detectable effect on the
pKa of His
113, and this effect was significantly larger than
the effect on His36 and His48. Similar data were analyzed for
other histidines in Eq-Mb and Pc-Mb. All values are listed
in Tables 1 (Pc) and 2 (Eq) and pKa values are plotted as a
function of log [NaCl] in Figs. 2 and 3. For purposes of
discussion, it is useful to group the histidines into four
classes, as described below.
Class 1 histidines: 12, 48, 81, 116, and 119
Despite differences in their accessibility to solvent, pKa
values, and distribution of charged and polar residues in
FIGURE 1 Fractional charge (Z) of selected histidines in Pc-Mb versus pH* (pH uncorrected for isotope effects) at NaCl concentrations of 0.02 M (E),
0.20 M (), 0.50 M (), and 1.50 M (‚). Data are shown for (A) His36 (class 2 residue; see classification in text); (B) His48 (class 1); (C) His81 (class
1); and (D) His113 (class 3). The raw experimental data were fitted simultaneously to Henderson-Hasselbalch equations 1 (histidine ionization) and 2 (hemic
acid dissociation). Histidine pKa values (listed in Table 1), Hill coefficients, and limiting chemical shifts obtained as fitted parameters for Eq. 1 were used
to calculate the Z curves shown in the figure. Deviations from the Z curves at high pH are attributed to the formation of methydroxy Mb in the hemic acid
dissociation represented by Eq. 2 and are particularly pronounced for His48 and His113 (Cocco et al., 1992).
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their vicinity, these histidines behaved similarly with re-
spect to salt addition. They exhibited a modest rise in pKa up
to NaCl concentrations of 1.5 M. The increase was inde-
pendent of the absolute value of the pKa, and the values in
adjacent salt concentrations were within experimental error
of each other. In addition, for most histidines the salt de-
pendence of the pKa between salt concentrations of 0.02 M
and 0.50 M was smaller than the increase between 0.50 and
1.50 M NaCl. His119, when monitored directly or through
His24, displayed an exaggerated response at the highest salt
concentration, whereas His48 had the shallowest salt depen-
dence in this class, with nearly indistinguishable values at
the extremes in NaCl concentration.
Class 2 histidines: 36
His36 showed an elevated pKa insensitive to salt between
0.02 M and 1.5 M NaCl.
Class 3 histidines: 113
His113 has a depressed pKa under conditions of low NaCl
concentration. Its pKa increased by 0.4 units between 0.02
and 0.20 M NaCl, and by 0.35 units between 0.2 and 1.5 M
NaCl (Tables 1 and 2). At 1.5 M NaCl, the pKa had not yet
reached the value of a solvent-exposed histidine, and no
evidence of leveling off was observed.
Class 4 histidines: 24, 64, 82, 93, and 97
Class 4 contains the remaining histidines. Among these,
only His24 and His82 can be monitored directly in the
metMbH2O form. These histidines are mostly buried and
remain predominantly in the neutral state down to the low-
est accessible pH values with the soluble native state. The
onset of the titration curve displayed by His82 moved to
higher pH values as the salt concentration was increased. In
TABLE 2 Histidine pKa values in horse Mb as a function of NaCl concentration
0.02 M* 0.2 M† 0.2 M‡ 0.5 M† 1.5 M§
His36 C1H 7.67 (0.01) 7.80 (0.02) 7.78 7.73 (0.02) 7.83 (0.02)
His48 C1H 5.42 (0.02) 5.62 (0.01) 5.57 5.68 (0.01) 5.69 (0.03)
His81 C1H 6.65 (0.01) 6.94 (0.01) 6.89 6.92 (
0.01) 7.04 (0.01)
His113 C2H 5.51 (0.02) 5.87 (0.02) 5.83 6.01 (0.02) 6.15 (0.02)
His116 C1H 6.66 (0.02) 6.79 (0.01) 6.78 6.78 (0.02) 6.85 (0.01)
His119 C2H 6.38 (0.02) 6.56 (0.01) 6.54 6.54 (0.01) 6.70 (0.01)
His24¶ 6.28 (0.02) 6.50 (0.02) 6.52 (0.02) 6.68 (0.02)
All values were obtained at 298 K.
*Average of three independent measurements obtained on extensively dialyzed samples. The NaCl concentration is an estimate. Uncertainties shown in
parentheses are (average) standard deviations from individual fits.
†Average of two independent measurements.
‡Calculated with the parameters reported in the variable temperature study of Bhattacharya and Lecomte (1997).
§Single measurement.
¶Value for His119 as sensed by His24 C1H (see note § of Table 1).
TABLE 1 Histidine pKa values in sperm whale Mb as a function of NaCl concentration
0.02 M* 0.2 M† 0.2 M KBr‡ 0.5 M‡ 1.5 M‡





His36 C1H 8.08 (0.01) 7.98 (
0.01) 7.97 (0.02) 8.02 (
0.01) 8.07 (
0.01)
His48 C1H 5.42 (0.02) 5.55 (
0.01) 5.61 (0.02) 5.52 (
0.01) 5.65 (
0.01)
His81 C1H 6.72 (0.01) 6.88 (0.01) 6.97 (0.01) 6.95 (
0.01) 7.12 (
0.01)
His113 C2H 5.13 (0.02) 5.51 (0.02) 5.61 (0.03) 5.65 (0.02) 6.01 (0.01)
His116 C1H 6.59 (0.02) 6.70 (0.01) 6.78 (0.01) 6.74 (0.01) 6.89 (0.01)
His119 C2H 6.16 (0.03) 6.26 (0.01) 6.37 (0.01) 6.33 (0.01) 6.69 (0.02)
His-24§ 6.03 (0.03) 6.19 (0.01) 6.30 (0.01) 6.27 (0.02) 6.64 (0.02)
Val1 CH3’s
¶ 7.47 (0.07) 7.52 (0.05) 7.63 (0.06) 7.67 (0.04)
All values were obtained at 298 K.
*Average of two independent measurements obtained on extensively dialyzed samples. The NaCl concentration is an estimate. Uncertainties shown in
parentheses are (average) standard deviations from individual fits.
†Average of two independent measurements.
‡Single measurement.
§His24, a class 4 histidine, remains in the neutral state, even at low pH. However, the C1H of His24 senses the titration of His119 (Cocco et al., 1992). These
values for His119 were determined using His24 C1H.
¶Fit to the average chemical shift of four resonances from the  methyl groups.
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the absence of a complete curve, it was not possible to
determine whether this was a manifestation of a large pKa
alteration. On the other hand, even at the highest salt con-
centration, His24 did not exhibit any sign of its own titration.
The ionization of several histidines in class 4 is linked to
conformational changes (Barrick et al., 1994), and these
histidines will not be discussed further.
Effect of salt on histidine pKa values in
model compounds
Measuring accurate pKa values in the presence of support
electrolyte of concentrations higher than 50 mM can be
complicated by the effects of ions on the liquid junction
potentials of pH electrodes and on the activity of hydrogen
ions. In addition, the chemical shift parameter is sensitive
FIGURE 2 Salt dependence of pKa values of histidines in Pc-Mb mea-
sured by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The data are plotted over two panels for
clarity. The artificial data point at the top of each panel indicates the size
of the experimental error. (A) His36 (f), His116 (F), His12 (Œ), His119 (E),
and His48 (). A straight line has been fitted to the points only to guide the
eye. The dashed line (– – –) represents the fit to the data for the histidine
in GHG. (B) N-terminus amino group. (), His81 (‚) and His113 (). A
straight line has been fitted to the points only to guide the eye. Lines are
also included for the histidines in pEHG-NH2 (– –  – –), and FKHLK ()
peptides for comparison. (μ), effects of salts on the pKa of a blocked
histidine, calculated relative to a pKa of 7.0 at 0.02 M NaCl from solvation
energies obtained with FDPB.
FIGURE 3 Salt dependence of pKa values of histidines in Eq-Mb mea-
sured by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The data are plotted over two panels for
clarity. The artificial data point at the top of each panel indicates the size
of the experimental error. (A) His36 (f), His116 (F), His119 (E), and His48
(). A straight line has been fitted to the points only to guide the eye. The
dashed line (– – –) represents the fit to the data for the histidine in GHG.
(B) His81 (‚) and His113 (). A straight line has been fitted to the points
only to guide the eye. Lines are also included for the histidines in pEHG-
NH2 (—  —) and FKHLK () peptides for comparison. (μ), effects of
salts on the pKa of a blocked histidine, calculated relative to a pKa of 7.0
at 0.02 M NaCl from solvation energies obtained with FDPB.
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not only to protonation state but also to conformational
disruptions and other nearby protonation events. To assess
systematic errors and to establish a reference behavior, the
following model compounds were subjected to the same
titration procedure as applied to the proteins: imidazole, the
linear unprotected Gly-His-Gly, the cyclic dipeptide cyclo-
Gly-His, the blocked tripeptide pyroGlu-His-Gly-NH2, and
two pentapeptides corresponding to the amino acid se-
quences surrounding His36 (KSHPE) and His48 (FKHLK).
Table 3 and Fig. 4 contain the results of NMR titrations
carried out on these small peptides. In the case of KSHPE,
two sets of signals were observed for the central histidine,
yielding two distinct pKa values. Two-dimensional experi-
ments revealed that the peptide was present in a mixture of
slowly exchanging cis (KSHPEc) and trans (KSHPEt)
forms of the His-Pro peptide bond. No evidence for the cis
conformer was detected in the protein data.
Under conditions of low salt concentration the pKa values
clustered near 6.6 or 6.2. With the addition of NaCl, the
values increased in a fashion reminiscent of class 1 histi-
dines, with the exception of the histidine in FKHLK, the
pKa of which increased by 0.6 pH units between 0.02 M and
1.5 M NaCl. Its steep dependence on salt concentration was
attributed to the screening of the two positively charged
lysines.
The effects of salt on the proton titration curves of imi-
dazole and of the cyclo-Gly-His peptide were measured
potentiometrically (data not shown) and found to be con-
sistent with the effects evidenced by NMR spectroscopy.
The potentiometric measurements also showed that the pKa
of imidazole was shifted by 0.2 pH unit between low NaCl
and 1.5 M NaCl, and no further increase in pKa was detected
at higher salt concentrations.
Fig. 4 contains the results of two pKa calculations de-
scribing the effects of salt concentration on the ionization
equilibrium of a histidine. One of them (Fig. 4, filled cir-
cles) used Eq. 6, derived by Davies (1938). This equation
estimates the ionic strength dependence of the pKa:
pKaI pKa0  0.5I1/21 I1/2 0.10I, (6)
where pKa(I) denotes the value at ionic strength I in M. Also
shown in Fig. 4 is the salt dependence of the pKa value of
a blocked histidine estimated from solvation energies cal-
culated with FDPB (crossed squares). These solvation en-
ergies were calculated as differences of self-energies of the
charged and neutral forms of the histidine, in vacuum and in
solution. Although this calculation is also based on the
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation, a limiting law not
valid at high salt concentrations, the magnitude and direc-
tion of the shift in pKa were reasonable, even at 1.5 M NaCl.
Agreement between macroscopic and
microscopic proton titration behavior
The differences between histidine pKa values measured by
NMR methods under conditions of low and high NaCl
concentration were small on average (Tables 1 and 2).
However, given the large number of titrating histidine res-
idues in Mb, the summed effect on the total charge of the
protein is significant. Potentiometric experiments were
therefore performed to corroborate the NMR results. The
data in Fig. 5 describe the pH dependence of the charge of
TABLE 3 Histidine pKa values in model peptides as a
function of NaCl concentration
0.02 M† 0.2 M 0.5 M 1.5 M
GHG 6.68 6.78 6.85 6.96
pEHG-NH2 6.30 6.46 6.47 6.52
cGH 6.18 6.28 6.43 6.48
FKHLK 6.16 6.60 6.73
KSHPE-trans 6.69 6.78 6.83
KSHPE-cis 6.23 6.38 6.48
Average of C2H and C1H values, at 298 K.
†Obtained on samples against water without any added salt. The NaCl
concentration is an estimate. Standard deviations of the fit are 0.02 or
better.
FIGURE 4 pKa values of histidine residues in model peptides measured
by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Lines represent fits to the data for GHG (),
pEHG-NH2 (‚), cyclo-GH (E), FKHLK (Œ), the major component of
KSHPE (f, KSHPEt), and the minor component of KSHPE (, KSHPEc).
Dotted lines join the pKa values calculated, relative to a pKa of 6.4 at 0 M
NaCl, with Eq. 6 (F) and from solvation energies of a blocked histidine
calculated with FDPB (μ).
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Pc-Mb in 0.1 M and 1.0 M KCl. KCl was used instead of
NaCl to minimize the sodium error of the electrode at high
ionic strengths and to prevent the introduction of additional
liquid junction potentials in the chain of electrodes. The
difference between the charged states of Mb in these two
salt concentrations reflects the net effect of salt on the pKa
values of all ionizable residues. The difference titration
curve in Fig. 5 shows that near neutral pH the shift in pKa
values at high salt concentration resulted in the uptake of an
entire proton relative to low salt conditions. The net differ-
ence in the charge of the protein between 0.2 M and 1.5 M
NaCl was also calculated with the pKa values measured by
NMR spectroscopy (Table 1). The difference titration curve
predicted from the pKa values in Table 1 was indistinguish-
able from the curve measured potentiometrically in the
neutral range of pH. The disagreement between experimen-
tal and calculated difference titration curves at pH values
below 6 was likely to reflect the contributions of other
titrating groups, including some of the class 4 histidines.
The agreement between the macroscopic titration prop-
erties and the sum of the titration curves of the individual
histidine residues is significant. It shows that the NMR
method, despite potential complications due to the extreme
sensitivity of the chemical shift variable to solution condi-
tions, is reliable for the evaluation of differences in pKa
values measured at low and high salt concentrations.
Effects of NaCl and pH on the structure of Mb
Two-dimensional 1H-NMR data were collected to probe
protein structural integrity as a function of NaCl concentra-
tion and pH. At pH 5.7, extensive comparison of solution
data with solid-state structure prediction reveals no major
discrepancies (Kao and Lecomte, 1993; Kao, 1994). As the
pH was raised, NOEs characteristic of each histidine could
be detected. For nontitrating residues and for residues re-
mote from titrating groups, the chemical shift provides an
indicator of structural perturbation. The location of assigned
cross-peaks was therefore monitored as a function of salt
concentration. When chemical shifts at one NaCl concen-
tration were compared to those at another NaCl concentra-
tion, small differences were observed throughout the struc-
ture, but only a few signals moved by more than two
standard deviations from the average deviation. The per-
turbed regions were near lysine residues (Kao, 1994). Typ-
ical NOEs were maintained up to 1.5 M NaCl between His24
and Arg118, His113 and Arg31, His36 and Phe106, and His82
and Leu86. The conclusion from the data sets collected at
various salt concentrations and pH values was that structural
rearrangements were apparently minor, even for charged
groups.
Comparison between experimental and
calculated salt effects on histidine pKa values
The pKa values calculated for Pc-Mb with the SATK
method are listed in Table 4, and the comparison between
calculated and measured pKa values for class 1 histidines is
presented in Fig. 6 A. Results for Eq-Mb are similar and are
not shown. To facilitate comparison of the salt dependence
of measured and calculated pKa values, the calculated val-
ues were translated along the ordinate to force coincidence
with the experimental data at 0.02 M. At salt concentrations
below 25 mM, the pKa values calculated with the SATK
method in general match the experimentally observed val-
ues. This reflects partly the arbitrary manner in which the
charge-bearing nitrogen of the imidazole groups was se-
lected. The agreement is a consequence of the use of high
effective dielectric constants in the SATK algorithm to
compute the energies of interaction between surface ioniz-
able sites. It has been recognized previously that methods
that use high effective dielectric constants can capture re-
alistic energetics of ionization of surface groups (Warshel et
al., 1984).
In the case of His48 the agreement between the measured
and the calculated pKa at low NaCl concentration was not
satisfactory. The failure of the SATK method to capture
correctly the depressed pKa of this residue suggested that it
is determined by loss of hydration upon burial rather than by
interactions with other ionizable groups. This is supported
by temperature dependence data (Bhattacharya and
Lecomte, 1997).
FIGURE 5 Proton titration curve of Pc-Mb measured potentiometrically
in 0.1 M KCl (F) and in 1.0 M KCl (E). Lines through the experimental
data points represent fits with fifth-order polynomials. The solid line in the
bottom section of the figure represents the difference between the two
proton binding curves. The dotted line represents the difference in the
proton titration behavior in 0.2 M and 1.5 M NaCl, calculated with the pKa
values of histidines and the amino terminus listed in Table 1.
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In calculations with the SATK method salts can only
perturb pKa values by screening Coulombic interactions
between ionizable sites. Thus in the case of histidines with
a pKa higher than the intrinsic values at low salt concentra-
tion (His36, His81), the effect of increasing salt is to decrease
the pKa. The converse is true for histidines with depressed
pKa values (His
12, His119, His113). In Fig. 6 A it can be seen
that at high salt concentrations the calculated pKa values of
all class 1 histidines tend toward the intrinsic pKa of 6.6 or
6.0. This trend differs from what was observed experimen-
tally. The lack of agreement between the salt dependence of
measured pKa values and the values estimated with SATK
calculations underscores the problems that arise from the
lack of a self-energy term in those calculations.
The pKa values estimated for class 1 histidines with the
FDPB method are listed in Table 4 and shown in Fig. 6 B.
The calculated pKa values in Fig. 6 B were also translated
along the ordinate to force coincidence with experimental
pKa values at 0.02 M. Calculations with a protein dielectric
constant of 4 predict grossly incorrect ionization energetics.
An arbitrary value of 20 was used instead to improve the
agreement between calculated and measured pKa values
(Antosiewicz et al., 1994, 1996). With the exception of
His119, this led to an acceptable reproduction of experimen-
tal values. However, the pKa values calculated with FDPB
were systematically lower than those measured by NMR
spectroscopy and not as close to the experimental numbers
as those calculated with the SATK method. Even when the
protein dielectric constant is 20, the calculations with the
FDPB method overestimate the contribution of long-range
interactions to the electrostatic energies. At pH values near
the pKa of histidines the net charge of Mb is positive; thus
the pKa values are artificially depressed when they are
obtained from the FDPB calculations.
The FDPB pKa values contained the assumption that the
N1 atom is the charge-bearing atom of the protonated form
of histidine. Calculations where the N2 atom was selected
instead yielded similar pKa values for His
12, His36, His48,
His81, and His116. In the case of His24 the calculated pKa
was much lower when the N2 atom was selected as the
charge-bearing atom. The pKa of His
119 also depended
somewhat on the tautomer assignment. Furthermore, the
pKa values of His
113 and His119 were closer to the experi-
mental values when the N2 atom was arbitrarily selected as
the charge-bearing atom. At salt concentrations above 10
mM the salt dependence of pKa values calculated with
FDPB was independent of how the charge-bearing atom
was selected, even in the case of His113 and His119.
Overall, there was apparent agreement between the salt
dependence of FDPB pKa values and the observed values at
salt concentrations 0.10 M and lower. At higher salt con-
centrations the estimated pKa values were lower than the
measured values. In the case of His81 and His48, the FDPB
calculations simulated the effects of salt better than the
SATK calculations. Although there were cases, such as
His119, in which the SATK calculations appeared to de-
scribe the observed salt dependence of a pKa better than
FDPB calculations, the trend showed that FDPB calcula-
tions provided a physically more realistic quantitative esti-
mation of the effects of salts on pKa values.
Salt dependence of the pKa of an
ion-paired histidine
The comparison of pKa values for His
36 as measured by
NMR methods and calculated with SATK and FDPB meth-
ods is presented in Fig. 7. The calculated curves in this
figure were translated along the ordinate to cross the exper-
imental value at 0.02 M NaCl. Also included in Fig. 7
(dashed line) is the effect of ionic strength on the Gibbs
energy of interaction between a pair of charges embedded in
an aqueous medium, calculated with a simple Coulombic
potential and a Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter to account for





In this equation Zi and Zj refer to the valence of the charges
in the pair,  is the Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter, proportional
TABLE 4 Histidine pKa values in sperm whale Mb, calculated with structure-based methods
SATK FDPB
0.02 M 1.5 M calc* expt† 0.01 M 1.5 M calc* expt†
His12 6.38 6.50 0.12 0.0 6.01 6.09 0.08 0.37
His24 — — — — 4.97 5.29 0.32 —
His36 7.87 7.60 0.27 0.21 7.23 7.17 0.06 0.85
His48 5.98 6.01 0.03 0.56 5.40 5.70 0.30 0.02
His81 6.76 6.66 0.10 0.04 6.06 6.37 0.31 0.66
His113 5.14 5.62 0.48‡ 0.01 4.49 5.15 0.66 0.64
His116 6.57 6.59 0.02 0.02 6.23 6.23 0.00 0.36
His119 6.08 6.39 0.31 0.08 4.30 4.86 0.56 1.86
*calc  pKa (1.5 M)  pKa (0.01 M).
†expt  pKa (0.01 M or 0.02 M; calculated)  pKa (0.02 M; experimental).
‡Calculated without site-bound Cl.
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to the square root of I/DH2O  T, where I is the ionic
strength in M, DH2O is the dielectric constant of water, and
T is the absolute temperature in K.
Equation 7 expresses the notion that increasing ionic
strength weakens ion pairs. It predicts that the energy of
interaction between a pair of unit charges separated by 2.5
Å is screened effectively between 1  104 M and 0.2 M
ionic strength. In contrast, the experimental pKa of His
36
was insensitive to NaCl over the range 0.02–1.5 M. This
was captured correctly in the SATK calculations up to 0.5
M NaCl and in the FDPB calculations up to 1.5 M NaCl.
Salt dependence of the pKa of a histidine in
contact with a basic group
In the crystal structures of Pc-Mb the average distance
between all of the nitrogen atoms of His113 and Arg31 is 3.8
Å. The depressed pKa of His
113 presumably reflects the
strongly repulsive interactions between these two groups.
Relative to an intrinsic pKa of 6.6, the low pKa of His
113
represents 8.2 kJ/mol of destabilizing interaction. Increasing
concentrations of salt are singularly effective in attenuating
this repulsive interaction. The comparison between the ex-
perimentally determined pKa values of His
113 and the values
predicted by SATK and by FDPB calculations is presented
in Fig. 8 A. The finite difference calculation reproduced the
absolute value and the salt dependence of the pKa of His
113
well. The pKa calculated with SATK also agreed well with
the experimental value at 0.02 M NaCl, but the predicted
dependence on increasing salt concentrations was not as
steep as that observed by NMR spectroscopy.
Fig. 8 also includes data from an SATK calculation in
which the occupancy of an anion binding site defined by
His113 and Arg31 and the coupling between the protonation
FIGURE 6 Comparison between calculated and observed salt depen-
dence of pKa values of histidines in Pc-Mb: His
12 (Œ), His24 (), His48
(), His81 (‚), His116 (F), and His119 (E). The lines joining the experi-
mental data points (- - - -) and the calculated values (——) were drawn to
guide the eye. (A) pKa values calculated with the SATK algorithm. (B) pKa
values calculated with FDPB, using Dprot  20. The calculated pKa curve
of each histidine in A and B has been individually shifted along the ordinate
to force passage through the experimental pKa at 0.02 M NaCl. This
concentration is marked by a vertical dotted line.
FIGURE 7 Comparison between calculated and observed salt depen-
dence of the pKa of His
36 in Pc-Mb. (F), the experimental data. Solid lines
join the pKa values calculated by SATK (‚), and by FDPB, using Dprot 
20 () or Dprot  4 (ƒ). A thin dashed line describes the salt dependence
of the interaction energy between an ion pair in solution separated by 2.5
Å, as predicted with Eq. 7, using DH2O  50. All calculated pKa values
have been shifted along the ordinate to force coincidence with the exper-
imental data point at 0.02 M NaCl as in Fig. 6. Compared to Fig. 6, the
vertical scale has been changed. A measure of the experimental error is
indicated by an artificial data point at the bottom of the panel.
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state of His113 and the occupancy of the anion binding site
were treated explicitly. The possibility of an anion binding
event in this region of the protein was predicted by the
magnitude of the surface electrostatic potential computed
with the empirical Eq. 3 at pH 5. This was one of two
regions in the protein where the electrostatic potential cal-
culated with this equation exceeded 2kT (the other region
involved Lys42 and Lys98).
The explicit consideration of site-specific Cl binding
improved the agreement between the calculated and the
observed salt dependence of the pKa of His
113 (Fig. 8 A).
The data in Fig. 8 B show that anion binding at the His113/
Arg31 site is weak even under conditions of low pH, when
the magnitude of the positive electrostatic potential at the
site is highest. The binding site was not saturated, even at
high salt concentrations. The effects of the site-bound Cl
on the pKa of His
113 were modest but were sufficient to
account for the observed behavior.
Salt dependence of Coulombic and self-energy
contributions to pKa values
pKa values estimated with FDPB calculations include con-
tributions from Coulombic energy (interactions between
ionizable groups), Born energy (penalty for removing a
charged group from bulk solvent), and background energy
(interactions of an ionizable group with partial charges)
(Antosiewicz et al., 1994, 1996, and references therein). The
salt dependence of the three different energy terms was
analyzed separately. Representative data for class 1, 2, and
3 histidines are shown in Fig. 9. The solvation energy
calculated with FDPB for the blocked histidine is presented
for comparison. Fig. 9 illustrates that in all cases the Born
and background energies were nearly insensitive to salt
concentration. The net effect of ionic strength on pKa values
mirrors the effect on the charge-charge interactions.
DISCUSSION
The effects of salts on stability and other physical properties
of proteins are generally discussed in terms of three differ-
ent mechanisms: general ionic strength effects, specific salt
effects, and effects mediated by water structure alteration.
The general ionic strength effect is thought to operate by
screening electrostatic interactions between charged groups.
Specific salt effects involve direct, chemical interactions
between ions and proteins, presumably through the disrup-
tion of the primary hydration shells of the ions and their
ligands. These effects are usually interpreted as site-specific
ion binding when they are observed at low salt concentra-
tions. The remaining indirect effects exert their influence on
the properties of water and perturb the interactions between
proteins and ions. These types of effects are species spe-
cific, and they are most commonly observed at high salt
concentrations. The present study offers insight into the
nature and relative magnitude of different kinds of contri-
butions to observed salt effects.
A notable feature of the pKa values measured for class 1
histidines in Mb was the increase they experienced with
increased salt concentration. At first glance this would ap-
FIGURE 8 (A) Comparison between calculated and observed pKa values
of His113 in Pc-Mb. A thin solid line represents the linear fit to the
experimental values (F). Œ, The pKa values of His in the FKHLK peptide,
shifted along the ordinate to force coincidence with the pKa of His
113 at
0.02 M NaCl. Solid lines join the pKa values calculated with SATK (‚) and
with FDPB with Dprot  20 (). pKa values calculated with FDPB have
been shifted to force coincidence with the pKa of His
113 at 0.02 M NaCl.
ƒ, pKa values calculated with a modification of the SATK algorithms that
includes the effects of a chloride ion bound between His113 and Arg31. This
set of pKa values has been shifted to force coincidence with the experi-
mental values at 0.02 M NaCl. (B) Occupancy of the chloride binding site
at pH 7 (——) and pH 4 (), calculated with values for Kint in Eq. 4 of
1.0 (F), 0.5 (E), and 0.01 (f).
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pear to confirm the notion, rooted in the smeared charge
model of Linderstrøm-Lang (1924), that the salt dependence
of a pKa is determined primarily by the difference between
it and the pI of the protein. This concept implies that the
effects of long-range electrostatic interactions on ionization
constants are substantial. In the calculations with the FDPB
method, long-range Coulombic interactions contribute sig-
nificantly to the calculated pKa values, even when the pro-
tein interior is treated with dielectric constants as high as 20.
The increase in the pKa values of class 1 histidines with
increasing ionic strength estimated with FDPB calculations
(Fig. 6 B) reflects the fact that the pI of Mb is greater than
8 (Fig. 5). The net charge of the protein in the range of pH
where histidines ionize is positive, and the pKa values
increase when the net repulsive long-range interactions are
screened at high salt concentrations.
Interestingly, the pKa values of histidines in model com-
pounds also increased with increasing salt concentration,
and by an amount comparable to that measured for class 1
histidines in Mb (Figs. 3 and 4). This effect was indepen-
dent of the net charge of the model compound; it was
present even in compounds without any charged sites aside
from histidine, and in imidazole, which lacks the peptide
backbone. Similar salt dependencies have been observed
previously. For example, the high concentration of guani-
dine hydrochloride used in denaturational studies of pro-
teins is known to raise the pKa of histidines by 0.2 units
(Nozaki and Tanford, 1967), and the pKa of histidines in
human and hen egg white lysozyme increases in the same
manner with the addition of salt (Takahashi et al., 1992).
The similarity in the pKa increases measured in Mb and in
model compounds suggests that the response of individual
class 1 histidines is not dominated by screening of long-
range electrostatic interactions. In agreement with this in-
terpretation, removal of the heme group from Mb, a posi-
tively charged moiety buried in the interior, has little effect
on the pKa of most histidines (Cocco et al., 1992). The
effects of mutation of ionizable groups on the stability of
other proteins are also consistent with the notion that long-
range electrostatic interactions in proteins are weaker than
predicted by the FDPB algorithm (Dao-pin et al., 1991).
It is possible to explain the observed salt dependence of
histidine pKa values in terms of the effects of counterions on
the relative populations of the acidic and the conjugate base
form of histidines. The imidazolium ion can interact favor-
ably with the anions in the ion atmosphere hovering about
the charged atom and perhaps even form weak complexes
(Daniele et al., 1989). Thus at high salt concentrations the
charged species would be preferentially populated over the
neutral one, resulting in an apparent pKa increase. This is
consistent with the increase in pKa predicted by FDPB
calculations solely on the basis of the ionic strength depen-
dence of the solvation energy of a blocked histidine. Alter-
natively, the rise in pKa at higher salt concentrations could
be rationalized in terms of the effects of salts on the hydra-
tion of ionizable residues. These Hofmeister-type effects
cannot be excluded with the data at hand.
In contrast to the behavior of class 1 histidines and
histidines in model compounds, the pKa values of acidic
residues in lysozyme (Abe et al., 1995) and in the N-
terminal domain of L9 (Kuhlman et al., 1999) and of acidic
residues (Schaller and Robertson, 1995) and lysines (For-
syth et al., 1998) in the ovomucoid third domain did not
shift in the direction expected if the stabilization of the
charged form of an ionizable group through interactions
with the counterion cloud were the source of the salt de-
pendence of ionization constants. By this interpretation, the
pKa of carboxylic acids would be expected to decrease with
increasing ionic strength. This is in fact observed in frag-
ments of the N-terminal domain of L9, where some, but not
FIGURE 9 Change in calculated pKa resulting from increasing salt concentration. (A) His
12. (B) His36. (C) His113. (D) His116. The total effect obtained
by the FDPB method using Dprot  20 (Œ) is decomposed into Coulombic (E), Born (), and background (‚) energy terms. Note that the vertical scale
in each of the panels spans a different range of values. The total salt-induced pKa estimated from solvation energies of a blocked histidine calculated by
FDPB is shown in each panel (μ) for scaling purposes. In all curves, the value at 1 M salt concentration was subtracted from each data point to achieve
a pKa at 0 in the limit of low salt concentration.
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all, of the electrostatic influences that determine the pKa
values are eliminated. However, in folded proteins the pKa
values of acidic residues actually increase, although never to
the value measured in model compounds.
Two factors could explain the difference in the effects of
salt on the pKa values of carboxylic groups and histidines.
First, carboxylic groups are better hydrated than basic
groups (Collins, 1997); complexation with cations might be
less effective than complexation between amines and imi-
dazoles and weakly hydrated anions such as Cl and Br.
Second, the ionization equilibria of carboxylic groups are
measured at acidic pH. Under these conditions most pro-
teins bear a significant net positive charge, and the attenu-
ation of the net stabilizing long-range electrostatic interac-
tions by the ionic strength would be expected to contribute
significantly to the observed salt dependence of pKa values.
This also applies in the titration of lysines at the other end
of the pH scale. The difference in the response to salt
between lysines and histidines does not appear to derive
from intrinsic differences between amines and imidazoles,
because the response of the amino terminus of Pc-Mb is
indistinguishable from that of histidines (Table 1).
A second noteworthy observation was the salt indepen-
dence of the pKa of His
36. His36 (class 2) has an elevated
pKa thought to reflect the existence of an ion pair with
Glu38. The salt-induced changes in pKa calculated for this
residue with the FDPB and SATK methods were in reason-
able agreement with the experimental values (Fig. 7). Fig. 9
B illustrates that below 0.10 M NaCl the response of His36
is determined by the screening of repulsive interactions with
other basic groups. At NaCl  0.10 M, the direction of the
pKa shift changes as the screening of the favorable interac-
tions between His36 and Glu38 begins to rule the overall
behavior. In contrast to the response calculated with struc-
ture-based methods, arguments based on simple Debye-
Hu¨ckel approximations as expressed in Eq. 7 indicate that
the pKa of this ion-paired group should be depressed by a
substantial amount at high ionic strength (Fig. 7).
Ion pairs that are insensitive to salt at concentrations of
1.5 M or more have been reported previously (Lyu et al.,
1992; Scholtz et al., 1993; Smith and Scholtz, 1998). These
experimental observations can be explained if ion pairs
behave more like hydrogen bonds than like pairs of point
charges interacting through Coulombic forces. However,
the FDPB calculations in Fig. 7 and earlier reports (Hendsch
and Tidor, 1994) show that ion pairs can be insensitive to
ionic strengths as high as 1.5 M, even when they are treated
in strictly electrostatic terms. The difference between the
behavior of His36 calculated with FDBP and the behavior of
a histidine in an ideal ion pair in water calculated with Eq.
7 can be explained partly in terms of the screening of
long-range repulsive interactions. The distinct behavior also
stems from the differences in Coulombic interactions oc-
curring through the protein medium in the case of the ion
pair at the surface of the protein, rather than through the
aqueous medium, as in the case of the ideal ion pair de-
scribed by Eq. 7. Counterions cannot penetrate into the
protein substance; therefore Coulombic interactions through
the protein substance are salt insensitive compared to the
interactions happening through solvent.
The low sensitivity of His48 to salt concentration can be
rationalized in similar terms. The pKa of this histidine is
depressed relative to model compound values for reasons
that are not structurally clear. The FDPB calculations
showed that both the Coulombic and the Born terms con-
tribute significantly to the depressed pKa of this histidine.
This group adopts the N2H tautomeric form in the neutral
state and has a N1 site with low solvent accessibility
(Bhattacharya et al., 1997). If the increase in pKa values
with increasing salt concentration observed for the other
Class 1 histidines reflects preferential interactions of the
charged form of the imidazole group with the ionic double
layer, charged moieties incapable of interacting with anions
owing to burial, such as the N1 site of His48, are not
expected to display the signature increase in pKa at high salt
concentrations.
The strong ionic interactions between His113 and Arg31 in
Mb constitute a useful model system in which to study the
effects of salts on the properties of clusters of basic residues.
Clusters of charged groups of the same polarity are rare in
proteins. Where found, they usually represent structural
adaptations of functional and regulatory significance. Cal-
cium binding sites and the clusters of carboxylates that
regulate the self-assembly of some RNA viruses are striking
examples of such clusters (Namda and Stubbs, 1986). Clus-
ters of basic residues are rarest (Zhu and Karlin, 1996), and
the structural reasons for this are not clear. It might reflect
an adaptation to minimize random binding of the abundant
intracellular anionic metabolites to the surfaces of proteins.
Some proteins have evolved to harness anion binding for
regulatory purposes. For example, the clusters of basic
residues at the interface between subunits in human hemo-
globin are where the functionally significant coupling be-
tween heme ligands, protons, chloride ions, and diphospho-
glycerate originates. The effects of salts on the stability and
ligand binding properties of hemoglobin are usually treated
with binding formalisms that imply direct, chemical inter-
actions between anions and clusters of basic residues (Gar-
cı´a-Moreno, 1994).
His113 and the histidine in the FKHLK peptide are the
residues that exhibited the most dramatic salt effects. These
two histidines have in common the nearby presence of basic
groups. (According to the calculations, His12 and His119 are
also in environments with a net positive electrostatic poten-
tial. However, in the NMR experiments neither exhibited
the depressed pKa and extreme sensitivity to salt concentra-
tion shown by His113, reinforcing the idea that long-range
electrostatic interactions are weaker than predicted by
FDPB calculations.) The effects of salt concentration on the
pKa of His
113 were captured relatively well by both SATK
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and FDPB calculations, with a slightly better performance
by the latter. The best agreement between experimental and
calculated behavior was with the set of SATK calculations
in which site-specific anion binding to the His113-Arg31 pair
was treated explicitly. The predicted chloride binding was
weak but sufficient to account for the shift in the pKa of
His113 up to 1 M NaCl. Interestingly, the predicted Cl
binding constants calculated with Kint  1 M (Eq. 4) are in
the same range as those measured experimentally in other
systems (Amiconi et al., 1985; Goto et al., 1994). Note that
even the anion-binding model did not account for the shift
in the pKa of His
113 at high anion concentration. The agree-
ment between observed and calculated ionization constants
above 1.0 M NaCl could have been improved by using Kint
other than 1 M, but at the expense of the agreement at the
lower salt concentrations.
Weak anion binding is difficult to confirm experimen-
tally. pKa values measured by
1H-NMR spectroscopy in the
presence of 0.2 M KBr (Table 1) were within experimental
error of the values measured in NaCl, as expected for two
ions with similar solvation enthalpies. Measurements with
NaF were performed, but these were limited for three rea-
sons: 1) fluoride ions bind to the ferric heme iron with an
association constant of only 60 M1 (Aime et al., 1996),
2) hydrofluoric acid is a weak acid, and 3) the protein
samples in high fluoride concentrations were not as stable as
in chloride. Nevertheless, titration curves monitored be-
tween pH 6.2 and pH 9.6 for Eq-metMbF in the presence of
nearly 1.5 M NaF parallel those obtained in 1.5 M NaCl
(data not shown). In theory, the effect of F should have
been smaller than the effect of Cl if the salt dependence of
His113 were influenced significantly by anion binding and if
anion binding involved substantial dehydration of the anion
(Collins, 1997). It is difficult to assess what the difference
between the effects of these two ions would be if they
interacted with the protein without significant disruption of
their first solvation layer.
The observed effects of salt on histidine pKa values have
important implications for the interpretation of salt effects
on different types of equilibrium processes in proteins. For
example, the salt dependence of the first acid denaturational
transition of Mb (N to I) has been interpreted previously in
terms of the weakening of ion pairs in the native (N) state
with increasing ionic strength (Flanagan et al., 1983; Yang
and Honig, 1994). The data in Fig. 7 suggest that ion pairs
are insensitive to the ionic strength over a wide range of salt
concentrations. The data in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that
instead, the shift in the equilibrium between N and I states
toward the I state under conditions of increasing salt con-
centration could arise from the unmasking of neutral, buried
histidines in the N state that become charged and solvent
exposed in the I state. Favorable interactions between an-
ions and the charged histidines will shift the equilibrium in
favor of the I state under conditions of high salt. In general,
conformational transitions of a protein where buried histi-
dines become exposed to solvent will exhibit salt depen-
dence, reflecting changes in the solvation of the imidazole
group.
The effects of salts on phenomenological equilibrium
constants are usually interpreted in terms of “thermodynam-
ically bound” ions (see Makhatadze et al., 1998, for a recent
example). The present study suggests that for anion-linked
equilibrium processes near neutral pH, the population of
thermodynamically bound ions is equivalent to a population
of site-bound anions. The salt dependence of the transition
between oxy (R) and deoxy (T) of human hemoglobin
serves as a representative example. This is an anion-linked
process, and the linkage is often treated structurally through
preferential anion binding to the T state (Amiconi et al.,
1981). In this case the measured salt dependence reflects the
difference in the interactions between ions and the two
different quaternary states of the protein. Near neutral pH
the number of solvent-exposed basic residues is the same in
the two quaternary states. The similarity in the salt depen-
dence of pKa values of histidines in model compounds and
Mb suggests that solvent-exposed histidines will not con-
tribute significantly to the salt dependence of the equilib-
rium between the R and T states. The data in Fig. 7 show
that the stability of ion pairs can be independent of salt
concentration. Therefore, the dominant source of salt de-
pendence in the R-to-T transition must involve the effects of
salt on the repulsive interactions in clusters of basic groups,
similar to what was observed for His113 in Pc-Mb.
The reason for comparing observed and calculated pKa
values was to assess the ability of continuum methods to
capture the dependence of ionization equilibria on salt con-
centration. These methods are based on the linearized Pois-
son-Boltzmann equation, which is formally not valid at
most of the ionic strengths where pKa values were mea-
sured. However, the ionic strengths of physiological interest
are themselves beyond the theoretical limit of validity. For
this reason, structure-based pKa calculations are usually
performed at salt concentrations above the upper limit, and
it is of interest to determine the capabilities of the methods
under these conditions. The experimental data (Figs. 2–4)
suggested that the FDPB method failed to reproduce impor-
tant aspects of the salt dependence of histidine pKa values,
especially at salt concentrations above 0.1 M. For His48 and
His81, which are isolated and without nearby ionizable
groups, FDPB calculations succeeded in simulating the ex-
perimental increase in pKa with increasing salt concentra-
tion. However, for the remaining class 1 histidines (12, 116,
and 119) the calculated and the experimental behavior be-
gan to diverge at low salt concentrations.
This study underscores two general problems with the
FDPB calculations. First, the magnitude of electrostatic
interactions between surface residues is exaggerated in cal-
culations with static structures, even when the interior of the
protein is treated with arbitrarily high dielectric constants.
Consequently, screening of electrostatic interactions by the
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ionic strength is also exaggerated. Second, the pKa values of
model compounds are sensitive to salt, and this is never
considered explicitly in pKa calculations.
The solvation energy of a blocked histidine calculated
with the FDPB method reproduced the salt dependence of
model compound pKa values well. This suggests that the
ability of the FDPB method to estimate the salt dependence
of pKa values can be improved by including the solvation
energy term explicitly. A correction to account for the ionic
strength effect on the reference pKa would shift the calcu-
lated pKa values by equivalent amounts along the ordinate.
The data in Figs. 6–8 imply that these corrections would
improve the agreement between the observed and measured
salt dependence of pKa values in some cases and worsen it
in others. Furthermore, it is not obvious that this correction
will improve the agreement between observed and calcu-
lated behavior at the highest salt concentrations that were
studied. Further improvement will depend on the ability to
estimate more realistic Coulombic energies (interactions
between ionizable groups). The explicit treatment of con-
formational flexibility is one strategy that seems to improve
the agreement between calculated and observed pKa values
(Havranek and Harbury, 1999, and references therein). In
electrolyte solutions the efficiency with which a charge can
be screened was found to depend markedly on the frequency
of its oscillations (Vallejo and Grigera, 1994). This suggests
that rigorous treatment of the dynamics of ionizable groups
in turn will yield more realistic estimates of the salt depen-
dence of electrostatic interactions in proteins.
The finding that FDPB calculations overestimate the
magnitude of long-range electrostatic interactions does not
imply that long-range effects are not significant and that
screening of these electrostatic interactions is not an impor-
tant factor influencing the stability of proteins. For example,
under acidic conditions where the net positive charge of
most proteins is high, screening effects can be substantial
(Goto et al., 1990). It is also likely that in proteins with a
higher isoionic point than Mb the difference in pKa values
of histidines in low and high salt concentrations will be
greater than what was observed for the histidines in Mb. In
those cases the contributions by screening of long-range
electrostatic interactions by the ionic strength would be
expected to contribute more significantly to the salt depen-
dence of pKa values.
The experimental data in this study emphasize the need to
revisit some notions frequently invoked in the structural
interpretation of the salt dependence of protein energetics.
Specifically, the salt dependence of histidine pKa values is
not always related to the isoionic point of the protein. The
data suggest that medium- and long-range electrostatic in-
teractions in proteins are weaker than previously recognized
and that structure-based calculations with the FDPB
method, using static structures, exaggerate the magnitude of
electrostatic effects, even when the protein interior is treated
as a medium with high dielectric constant. Screening of
Coulombic interactions between ionizable groups is not the
dominant source of salt dependence of histidine pKa values
in Mb. Even the energy of interaction between strongly
ion-paired groups appears to be insensitive to salt at con-
centrations as high as 1.5 M. Only in the case of histidines
with significant net destabilizing interactions with other
basic groups was the salt dependence of the pKa strongly
influenced by screening, and in those cases site-specific
anion binding can be invoked to improve the estimated salt
dependence of a pKa.
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